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   BOONE COUNTY 
 JOB  DESCRIPTION 
 

 

 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
 
Under general supervision, oversees and assists the activities of Deputies on assigned shift in 
patrolling their district, responding to calls for service, interviewing victims and witnesses 
and preparing reports in enforcing the laws of Missouri and ordinances of Boone County. 
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: (Essential functions, as defined under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, may include the following tasks, knowledge, skills and other characteristics.  
This list of tasks is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY, and is not a comprehensive listing of all functions 
and tasks performed by incumbents of this class.) 
 

Assists other law enforcement agencies; assists the fire department and medical aides in 
emergencies; assists Corrections with inmates; checks the work of subordinates; handles 

 

JOB TITLE:  Sergeant NEW:     REVISED:   X 
 (Please check one) 
REPORTS TO:  Captain FLSA: Non-Exempt DATE:  03/17 

DEPARTMENT:  Sheriff  JOB CODE: 400 

Enforces rules, regulations and policies of the County Sheriff’s Department; delegates 
duties to Road Officers; responds to calls for service; communicates with victims, 
witnesses and suspects in cases; identifies and collects evidence; writes reports; 
performs follow-ups on investigations. 
 
Supervises staff on assigned shift; monitors deputies' performance in the field and 
provides necessary feedback; conducts performance appraisals of deputies assigned to 
shift; conducts roll call briefing to include case law and statutory updates; and ensures 
shift is operating in accordance with departmental guidelines and accomplishing 
established goals. 
 
Serves and enforces child and adult orders of protection; arrests law violators; transports 
prisoners; processes prisoners; testifies in court; serves arrest and/or search warrants; 
checks employee security at open and closed businesses; performs building searches; 
conducts traffic stops; issues traffic summonses; investigates traffic accidents. 
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citizen complaints about subordinates; performs surveillance duties as required; serves 
probate warrants. 
 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS: 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Ability to: React to physical confrontations and emergency situations quickly and effectively; 
Stand and sit for long periods of time; Bend, reach, kneel, and crouch; Climb up and down 
stairs with speed and agility; Perform tasks requiring dexterity and agility after running 
moderate distances; See and recall visual details; Hear and understand speech and radio 
transmissions; Lift and carry or drag up to 75 pounds; Perform multiple physical tasks 
simultaneously; Drive an automobile; Qualify with a department authorized firearm and 
defensive weapons; Wear required uniform articles and safety equipment for extended 
periods of time; Wear and use a respirator;  Communicate clearly in person and via a police 
radio and/or phone. 
 
WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
Employees risk physical hazard from violence, aggressive and hostile people, a variety of 
weapons, noise, stress, exposure to bio-hazard communicable diseases, hazardous materials, 
chemicals, bodily fluids, sharp objects, traffic, drugs and drug paraphernalia; risk of civil 
litigation due to the performance of duties. Work is performed in various weather conditions 
(extreme temperatures and precipitation). Position requires the ability to work overtime when 
necessary, as well as, the ability to work different shifts, including holidays and weekends. 
 
 

1. Considerable knowledge of the principles and practices of law enforcement. 
2. Considerable knowledge of applicable federal, state and local statutes, ordinances 

and regulations. 
3. Considerable knowledge of the policies and practices of the Boone County Sheriff’s 

Department. 
4. Good knowledge of Boone County Human Resources policies and practices. 
5. Good knowledge of the criminal justice system in the State of Missouri. 
6. Good knowledge of the court system in the State of Missouri. 
7. Skill in planning, scheduling and supervising staff. 
8. Skill in interacting with people of different social, economic, and ethnic 

backgrounds. 
9. Skill in communicating with violators and mediating difficult situations. 
10. Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and 

maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals.  
11. Ability to write routine reports and correspondence.   
12. Ability to speak effectively. 
13. Ability to make rational decisions and carry out instructions furnished in written, 

oral, or diagram form. 
14. Maintains required level of proficiency in the use of firearms, and evasive 

action/driving skills. 
15. Ability to maintain full law enforcement certification. 
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
High School Diploma or equivalent; 21 years of age or older; clear criminal record excluding 
traffic violations; visual acuity of at least 20/200 correctable to 20/20 in both eyes; must 
possess a valid Operator’s license at time of application and a valid Missouri Operator’s 
license at time of appointment; must possess a valid Class A or B Missouri Peace Officer 
License.  Applicants must be able to meet the strenuous physical demands of law 
enforcement activities which include, at a minimum, the ability to engage in foot pursuits, to 
make forcible arrests, and to operate law enforcement equipment, including firearms.  No 
marijuana use or possession in the past 2 years, and no other illegal drug use or possession in 
the past 5 years. Must pass a pre-employment drug screen.  Must be able to type a minimum 
net score of 35 wpm and must reside in Boone County. 
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